
2 hours workshop on 

RECENT CHANGES IN
INCOME TAX & SALES TAX RULES
April 05, 2024 | 10 AM to 12 PM | Live Online through Webinar

Objectives:
In light of the recent government push to digitize the taxation system, Softax is organizing this workshop to equip tax
professionals with a comprehensive understanding of the revised income tax and sales tax rules. Through interactive sessions,
participants will delve into the changes outlined in the following latest notifications, fostering clear comprehension and
practical application.

In light of the recent government push to digitize the taxation system, Softax is organizing this workshop to equip tax
professionals with a comprehensive understanding of the revised income tax and sales tax rules. Through interactive session,
participants will delve into the changes outlined in the below listed latest notifications, with a primary focus on engaging in
practical discussions aimed at addressing everyday challenges that may arise from these updates. This will foster clear
comprehension and practical application of the revised tax rules.

SRO 350(I)/2024 (Sales Tax): Amendments in Sales Tax Rules, 2006 regarding sales tax registration and filing requirements.
SRO 419(I)/2024 (Income Tax): Rules for Synchronized Withholding Administration and Payment System (SWAPS).
SRO 420(I)/2024 (Income Tax): Tajir Dost Scheme (Draft)
SRO 428(I)/2024 (Income Tax): Rules for online integration of business.

softax.com.pk karachi@softax.com.pk

Resource person:
Mr. Noman Iftikhar Khawaja

(Tax & Management Consultant)

Support by:
Mr. Abdul Qadir Khan (Advocate)
Mr. Mujtaba Qayyum (Advocate)

For more details, contact
Mr. Shayan Khan

(Workshop Coordinator)
C: 0331-3338411

E: karachi@softax.com.pk

Softax (Private) Limited
1st Floor, Sohail Center, Gulshan

-e-Iqbal Block -8, Karachi.
Phone: 021-34804759

Workshop Investment: Rs. 4,995/-
(Inclusive of Taxes, Course Material, Relevant
Case Studies and Certificate of Participation.)

Registration Details
Please send following information of
participant(s) through e-mail:
1. Name              2. Designation        
3. Organization  4. City    
5. Cell #        6. E-mail       7. CNIC/NTN

https://www.facebook.com/Softax
https://instagram.com/softax
https://twitter.com/softaxgroup
https://youtube.com/softaxgroup

